Abstract. The complexity of divide-and-conquer algorithms is often described by recurrences of various forms. In this paper, we develop general techniques and master theorems for solving several kinds of recurrences, and we give several applications of our results. In particular, almost all of the earlier work on solving the recurrences considered here is subsumed by our work. In the process of solving such recurrences, we establish interesting connections between some elegant mathematics and analysis of recurrences. Using our results and improved bipartite matching algorithms, we also improve existing bounds in the literature for several problems, viz, associative-commutative (AC) matching of linear terms, associative matching of linear terms, rooted subtree isomorphism, and rooted subgraph homeomorphism for trees.
1. Introduction. This paper investigates recurrences that arise frequently in the analysis of divide-and-conquer algorithms. Divide-and-conquer is an important and useful technique in the design of efficient sequential and parallel algorithms with innumerable applications. For example, much of the book by Aho et al. [1] consists of divide-and-conquer algorithms. The recurrences considered here are of three basic forms (with appropriate initial conditions):
T (n i ,m j )+h(k, l), (1)
T (n i ,m j )+h(n, m), (2)
Our choice of the forms and dimensions (a recurrence in k variables, integer k>0, will be called k-dimensional) in this paper is motivated by both the applications and the desire to minimize redundancy. If necessary, our results can be extended from the one-dimensional case to the two-dimensional case, or specialized in the opposite direction, for recurrences of the same form. In an earlier paper [22] , we considered the recurrence T (n)=aT (n/c)+f(n) and proved a general theorem on its analysis. These recurrences typically arise in connection with recursive algorithms described as follows: "To process an input of size n (or (n, m), etc.), spend an amount of computational effort f (n)( o rh ( n, m), etc.) and recursively solve derived instances of the same pro-blem having size c(n)( o rn/c i ,( n i ,m j ), etc.)." Such recurrences also arise in other situations, e.g., as deterministic counterparts of probabilistic recurrences.
Earlier systematic efforts on solving recurrences have emphasized linear onedimensional recurrences. Methods developed for them include differential-equation methods, operator methods, the generating-function approach, etc. Some effort has been given to nonlinear recurrences, but here the path is full of difficulties (see [11, 14] for a detailed discussion on linear and some nonlinear recurrences). Recently, some pioneering work has been done by Karp [15] on probabilistic recurrences. Much of this work, however, is difficult to apply to the recurrences considered here. 1 Earlier work known to us that has a direct bearing on our investigations in this and the earlier paper is as follows: a theorem on divide-and-conquer with equal parts (see [1, 3, 5] and [7, p. 62] ) and the two theorems given below.
Let G =( V 1 ,V 2 ,E) be a bipartite graph with r = |V 1 |, s = |V 2 |,a n dr≤s . Let p and q be the two trees for rooted subtree isomorphism with sizes n and m, n ≤ m (p is to be mapped into q). In 1977 Reyner claimed and in 1988 Verma and Reyner [21, 25] proved the following. Theorem 1.1 ([25] ). Given an algorithm for bipartite matching that requires at most O(rs u ) operations, where u>1, the subtree algorithm requires at most O(nm u ) operations.
Theorem 1.2 ([20]).
Given an algorithm for bipartite matching that requires at most O(rs) operations, the subtree algorithm will require at most O(nm ln n) operations.
In this paper, we present some techniques and several "master theorems" that can be used to obtain fairly tight upper bounds on the functions T (n)a n dT( n, m) of the above recurrences. In the process, we establish connections between some elegant mathematics (viz, theory of convex functions and inequalities) and analysis of recurrences, which appears to have been missed so far. An immediate motivation for analyzing these recurrences must also be mentioned. With progress in computer science, the computational expenditure f keeps decreasing, which forces us to reconsider the analysis and rederive the bounds on T (n). For example, the complexity of bipartite matching was improved from O(rs 1.5 ) (see Hopcroft and Karp [13] ) to O((r + s) 1.5 rs/ log s) in 1990 by Alt et al. [2] and further to O(rs 1.5 / log s) in 1991 by Feder and Motwani [8] (r ≤ s are the sizes of the two vertex sets). Since these new bounds do not satisfy the hypotheses of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, one is forced to reanalyze the rooted subtree isomorphism algorithms from scratch. This rework can be avoided if we can prove powerful theorems that can be applied to large classes of functions representing the computational expenditure for dividing the problem and merging the solutions.
1.1. Overview of our approach and results. To enhance the applicability of our results, we extract the salient features of a variety of situations as follows. We consider a homogeneous collection C of finite data structures partially ordered by inclusion and for which a suitable size function has been defined (see section 3). We then consider divide-and-conquer algorithms of a very general form with inputs from C in two kinds of situations. The first is the more general one in which the sizes of the 1 Recurrence (3) can be transformed into a linear, nonhomogeneous, k-dimensional, k ≥ 1, recurrence by the substitution U (n 1 ,n 2 ,...,n k )=T( c n 1 1 ...c n k k ). However, there are two problems in applying existing work to the resulting recurrence: nonhomogeneity and dimensions. Techniques are scarce and hard to apply for k>2, and for k ≤ 2 complicated summations must still be evaluated to obtain solutions by existing methods (see [14, 19] ). This approach cannot be applied to recurrences (1) and (2) . derived problem instances may depend not just on the size of the original instance but on the instance itself, e.g., T (n, m)= T(n i ,m j )+h(k, l). In the second, the dependence is only on the size of the original instance and takes a certain known form, e.g., T (n)= a i T(n/c i )+f(n). We then prove the following general results.
Recurrence (1). Here we study the general situation in which the sizes of the derived instances depend on both the original instance and its size. In such situations, we assume that the sum of the sizes of the derived instances is less than the size of the original instance, which holds in a number of practical examples. We extend the definition of additivity (see section 2) (called superadditivity in the mathematics literature) of a univariate function to multivariate functions in a natural way. Then, under fairly weak assumptions, we obtain upper bounds for T when (i) h is biadditive, (ii) h is additive in one argument only, say the first, and there is a function f such that h( ,f( )) is biadditive, (iii) h is additive in neither argument but there are f and g such that h(f ( ),g( )) is biadditive, and (iv) h is a continuous pseudoconvex function (section 3).
Recurrence (2) . As in the previous paragraph, this is the general situation and we make the same assumption on the sum of the sizes of the derived instances. Then, under weak assumptions, we obtain upper bounds for T when h is biadditive and when h is continuous and pseudoconvex.
Recurrence (3). For simplicity and rigor, we consider recurrences over a real variable x instead of an integer variable n. We identify two crucial properties of a function, which we call g-star-shaped (this extends the definition of a star-shaped function in the mathematics literature) and g-co-star-shaped, and then prove master theorems, using the powerful principle of noetherian induction, under a variety of hypotheses (see section 5).
Our proofs make use of the basic properties of convex, pseudoconvex, and biadditive functions. These are included in section 2.1. We also give some conditions which imply that a function is biadditive, pseudoconvex, or convex, which we use in applying our results. These are (mostly) known and are included in section 4 to make the paper self-contained and to demonstrate the richness of these classes of functions.
Applications. In section 6, we present some of the applications of our theorems. Specifically, in the two-dimensional case, we prove that all three problems, rooted subtree isomorphism, associative-commutative (AC) matching of linear terms, and rooted subgraph homeomorphism on trees, have tight upper bounds of O(nm 1.5 / log m). Our approach unifies the analysis of these problems and improves the existing upper bounds (given by Verma and Reyner [25] , Verma and Ramakrishnan [24, 23] , and Chung [6] ) for these problems by a factor of log m in each case. In the process, we demonstrate the existence of a much tighter relationship between these three problems and bipartite matching than previously known. We also prove that all three problems above require time O(nm) if there is a bipartite matching of time complexity O(rs) and that associative matching of linear terms can be done in O(nm) time. First, this improves by a factor of log n the existing upper bounds for (a) rooted subtree isomorphism (see Theorem 1.2 above) and (b) associative matching of linear terms, given by Verma and Ramakrishnan [24, 23] . Second, it implies that there are parallel algorithms for all three problems of time complexity O(mn) using the parallel algorithms for bipartite matching [9, 10] . Finally, solutions of recurrences arising in [4] and [17] are corollaries of our theorems for the one-dimensional case.
Some implications of this work are as follows. First, much of the existing work on these recurrences, e.g., the popular theorem on analyzing divide-and-conquer algorithms with equal parts [1, 3, 5, 7, 14] (see Corollary 5.7) and the two theorems given above, is subsumed by our results. Second, we establish interesting connections between some elegant mathematics and analysis of recursive algorithms. The power of our results means that considerable reworking may be avoided with future progress in computer science and upper bounds for new algorithms that fit our framework could be painlessly obtained. Finally, our work opens up an interesting area of research.
Preliminaries.
Notation. 1. All functions are defined on the nonnegative reals and take only nonnegative real values unless explicitly stated otherwise. 2. All variables p, q, x,and y and their subscripted versions take only nonnegative real values unless explicitly stated otherwise. Thus the phrase "for all x" means "for all nonnegative real values of x." 3. All variables m and n and their subscripted versions take only nonnegative integral values unless explicitly stated otherwise. 4. The restriction of a function f on the nonnegative reals to nonnegative integers is indicated by changing the arguments of f from real valued, e.g., x, to integer valued, e.g., n.
Definition 2.1. We say that a unary function f is additive iff f (x)+f(y)≤ f(x+y) for all x and y. We say that a binary function h is biadditive iff h(
for all values of the arguments to h. Similarly, we say that a function is additive for x>aif the additivity requirement is satisfied for all values of x greater than a. Analogously, we define biadditivity for x>aand y>b .
Remarks. An additive nonnegative function must be nondecreasing since by the additivity of f , f (x 1 )+f(
Similarly, a biadditive nonnegative function must be nondecreasing in x for each y and in y for each x. An easy induction shows that the biadditivity requirement on h implies that
for all x and y. A binary function f on the nonnegative reals is convex iff f ((x 1 + x 2 )/2, (y 1 + y 2 )/2) ≤ (f (x 1 ,y 1 )+f(x 2 ,y 2 ))/2 for all x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , and y 2 . Notice that the definition of convexity for binary functions requires more than convexity in x and y separately. Functions that are convex in x for every y and in y for every x will be called pseudoconvex.
for all x 1 , x 2 , and y and f (x, (y 1 + y 2 )/2) ≤ (f (x, y 1 )+ f( x, y 2 ))/2 for all x, y 1 , and y 2 .
Properties of convex and pseudoconvex functions.
We need some basic properties of convex and pseudoconvex functions to prove our theorems in the following sections.
Lemma 2.4 ([12]
). Let f be a continuous convex function on the nonnegative
Lemma 2.5. Let f be a binary, continuous, pseudoconvex function on the nonnegative reals. We have the following:
1. For every y, we can apply Lemma 2.4 since f is convex in x for each y.
2. This is proved by the same reason as 1.
3. We first prove that f (x 1 ,y)+f(x 2 ,y) ≤ f(x 1 +x 2 ,y)+f(0,y), a very useful inequality. We will call this and the corresponding inequality in y the addition inequalities for pseudoconvex functions. Let p = t 1 , x 1 = t 1 + t 2 , q = t 2 ,a n dx 2 =0in property 1 of this lemma. Then
Adding the two inequalities for f above, we have
). This proof of the addition inequalities is from [18] . Now we have f (
, which was what we wanted to prove.
For the generalization, use induction and the first part. 4. This is proved by induction on n using the addition inequalities. 5. This is proved by application of 4.
3. Two-dimensional recurrences. Let C be any homogeneous class of finite data structures, partially ordered by inclusion. For example, C may be the class of all finite graphs partially ordered by the subgraph relation, or C may be the class of all finite rooted trees partially ordered by the subtree relation, etc. Further, let a size be defined for each member of C by a positive monotonic size function s.
(E)( the inequality being strict when the inclusion is proper).
We wish to analyze the following type of recursive algorithms A, which return a yes/no answer represented by 1/0. The algorithm divides the input data structures D and E into n and m parts, respectively, where each part is also from the same class of data structures as D and E.
Algorithm
Let the time complexity of algorithm C be O(h(n, m)) when an n × m matrix is the input to C. We first consider the case where h is a biadditive function on the nonnegative reals. Suppose that
)).
Note that algorithm A needs the size of D, E, and their substructures on recursive calls. The determination of these sizes is the preprocessing cost of algorithm A. We will assume throughout this section that the preprocessing cost of the algorithm denoted T pre , is bounded from above by the cost of the algorithm itself, denoted T , i.e., T pre (s(D),s(E)) ≤ T (s(D),s(E)), which holds in all of the applications that we discuss in this paper. Thus the total cost T pre + T ≤ 2T ,s oT will also stand for the total cost. This assumption will not be stated in our theorems.
Biadditive h.
The following theorem essentially states that if the complexity of algorithm C is a biadditive function h of the input sizes, then the complexity of algorithm A is also the same function h. Proof. We assume that comparing a number with a constant takes a constant of time. A simple proof by induction shows that the total number of recursive calls is less than s(D)s(E). Therefore, by our assumption and hypothesis 1, the cost of all comparisons and identification of the substructure pairs for the recursive calls over all the recursive calls is O(s(D)s(E)). We now show that the cost of the remaining steps is as claimed above, thus completing the proof. The proof is by induction on s(D)a n ds ( E ). For the induction to succeed, we need to prove something slightly stronger, viz, the complexity of
Basis. If either s(D)o rs ( E)i se q u a lt othreshold and both are at least two, then the statement is trivially true by choosing the constant, say c, in the O notation large enough and at least equal to max(c 1 ,c 2 ), where c 1 is the positive constant in the time complexity for setting up matrix M and c 2 is the constant in the time complexity of algorithm C.
Induction step. The time complexity of A(D, E) is bounded above by the time for the recursive calls, plus the time c 1 nm for setting up the matrix M, and the time taken by algorithm C on an n × m input matrix. Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, the complexity of A(D, E) is bounded by
where c is the positive constant chosen above such that c ≥ c 1 and c ≥ c 2 . Since h is biadditive, 
This completes the induction step. Now since h is nondecreasing in both arguments, h(s(D) − 1,s(E)−1) ≤ h(s(D),s(E)) and therefore T (s(D),s(E)) = O(h(s(D),s(E)) + s(D)s(E)).
Remark 3.3. Note that it is sufficient for h to be biadditive over the positive integers. Furthermore, it is not necessary that h be biadditive for all positive n and m. It is sufficient that h be biadditive almost everywhere, i.e., with at most a finite number of (positive integral) exceptions. Also, it is possible to weaken the first two hypotheses by requiring that the time taken
in each is O(h(s(D),s(E))/(s(D)s(E))) instead of O(1).
The following proposition merely states that the complexity of algorithm A cannot be reduced by using a more time consuming algorithm C. Proposition 3.4. Let T and T ′ denote the time complexities of algorithm A when the time complexities of algorithm C are ch(m, n) and ch ′ (m, n)( c>0), respectively, and suppose that h(m, n) ≤ h ′ (m, n) for all m and n.
Then for all values of s(D) and s(E), T (s(D),s(E)) ≤ T ′ (s(D),s(E)).
Proof. The proof is by induction on s(D)a n ds ( E).
3.2.
h is additive in one argument only. We now consider the case when h is not biadditive, but h(x, y) is additive in only one argument, say x. Additivity on the second argument, y, is handled similarly. Other things being equal, we prove that the time complexity of algorithm A(D, E)i sO( h ( s ( D) ,f(s(E))) + s(D)s(E)) if there is an additive function f such that h(x, f (y)) is biadditive and h(x, y) ≤ h(x, f (y)) for all x and y. Theorem 3.5. If all assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold except that the time complexity of algorithm C for an n × m input matrix is O(h(n, m)), where h is additive in one argument only, say m, then the time complexity of algorithm A(D, E) is O(h(f (s(D)),s(E)) + s(D)s(E)) provided there exists additive function f such that h(f (x),y) is biadditive and h(x, y) ≤ h(f (x),y) for all x and y.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2, except for minor changes and one extra step, where, using the additivity of f , we push the summation from outside f to inside, i.e., ...
3.3.
h is additive in neither argument. Next, suppose that h is not additive in either argument. In this case, we prove that the time complexity of algorithm A(D, E)i sO ( h ( f( s ( D )),g(s(E))) + s(D)s(E)) if there are additive functions f and g such that h(f (x),g(y)) is biadditive and h(x, y) ≤ h(f (x),g(y)) for all x, y. Theorem 3.6. If all assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold except that the time complexity of algorithm C for an n × m input matrix is O (h(n, m) ), where h is additive in neither argument, then the time complexity of algorithm A(D, E) is O (h(f (s(D) ), g(s(E))) + s(D)s(E)), provided there exist additive functions f and g such that h(f (x),g(y)) is additive and h(x, y) ≤ h(f (x),g(y)) for all x and y.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.5 except for minor changes.
Clearly the time complexity of algorithm
) time by Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.2. With these results, we can often handle functions that are not biadditive and do not become biadditive for any additive functions f and g applied to n and m. Another useful generalization is the following theorem, which gives a biadditive bound on the complexity of algorithm A when the complexity of algorithm C is a pseudoconvex function.
Theorem 3.7. If all assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold except that the time complexity of algorithm C for an n × m input matrix is O(h(n, m)), where h is a continuous pseudoconvex function, then the time complexity of algorithm 0) . A simple computation using the properties of pseudoconvex functions given in Lemma 2.5 shows that φ is biadditive for all n ≥ 1a n dm≥1. Clearly, φ(n, m) ≥ h(n, m) for all n ≥ 1a n dm≥1 since h is nonnegative. Now apply Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.2. Note that the theorem can also be proved from scratch by an induction similar to that of Theorem 3.2 using only the properties of pseudoconvex functions, but the proof is longer and involves more computations.
Recurrence (2)
. Now we examine the case when the merging process requires more time. Specifically, we consider the case when the merging process takes time that depends on the sizes of D and E as well, i.e., O(h(s(D),s(E)) + mn) time instead of O(h(m, n)+mn) time.
Theorem 3.8. If all assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold except that the time complexity of merging solutions is O(h(s(D),s(E)) + mn), where h is biadditive, then the time complexity of algorithm A(D, E) is O((s(D)+s(E))h(s(D),s(E)) + s(D)s(E)).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.
If h is pseudoconvex, then the time complexity of algorithm A is T (s(D),s(E)) = O((s(D)+s(E))φ(s(D),s(E)) + s(D)s(E))
, where φ is given in the proof of Theorem 3.7.
4. Necessary and sufficient conditions. We now give relevant (some sufficient and some necessary and sufficient) conditions that ensure the additivity of a unary function, the biadditivity of a binary function, and pseudoconvexity. Lemma 4.1. A unary function f is additive on the nonnegative reals if it satisfies one of the following conditions: 1. f (x)=xg(x), where g is a monotonically increasing function. 2. f is twice differentiable, f ′′ ≥ 0, and f (0)=0. Proof. 1. A simple computation suffices for 1.
Note that if f
′′ is nonnegative, f ′ is nondecreasing. Therefore, f ′ (t) ≤ f ′ (t + y) for all t, y ≥ 0. Integrating both sides, we have
, the requirement f (0) = 0 is also necessary for nonnegative f .I ffis twice differentiable, then the requirement f ′′ ≥ 0i sa l s o necessary.
Examples. Some examples of additive functions are as follows: for any c ≥ 0, cx(log (x +1)) k (k≥0)
Proof. The proof follows from the definition of a pseudoconvex function and the above lemma.
Examples. x + y, xy,a n d( x−y) 2 are some examples of pseudoconvex functions. Theorem 4.4.
1. h(x, y)=f(x)g(y)is biadditive (pseudoconvex) if f and g are additive (convex) functions.
2.
is biadditive for x ≥ 2 and y ≥ 2 if f and g are additive and f (x) ≥ 1 and g(y) ≥ 1 for all x and y.
4. h(x, y)=xyg(x, y) is biadditive if g(x, y) is a nondecreasing function of x for every y and of y for every x.
5. h(x, y) is biadditive if h(x, y) is pseudoconvex and h(x, 0 )=0for all x and h(0,y)=0for all y.
Proof. 1. We verify only the biadditivity part.
since f is additive and u is positive. 3. The proof follows from x + y ≤ xy for
A simple computation suffices. 5. The proof follows from the addition inequalities of a pseudoconvex function.
for all reals x>K,T( x )=bfor all reals 1 ≤ x ≤ K for some real constants a i ≥ 1, c i > 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k,a n db>0, and function f be defined on the nonnegative reals. Also, let K ≥ max i {c i } be an integer. In many applications, T is defined only for integral values using flooring and ceiling operations. The reason for defining T for all real values is that our analysis can easily be extended to the integral case. These details can be filled in easily.
We need the principle of noetherian induction for our proofs. Let Q = {x ∈ R | x ≥ 1}. We define the relation R on Q by xRy iff y>Kand x = y/c i for some c i in the recurrence given above (i.e., T (x) appears on the right-hand side of the recurrence for T (y)). Let R + denote the transitive closure of R. Clearly, R is noetherian, i.e., there are no infinite descending chains in R. Let P be any predicate on Q. We say that P is R-complete iff ∀y ∈ Q[∀x such that xR + yP (x)] ⇒ P (y). Our interest in noetherian relations is because of the following principle of noetherian induction. Let R be a noetherian relation and P be a R-complete predicate; then ∀x ∈ QP( x ).
Definition 5.1. Let function g be given. We say that a function f is g-starshaped iff for all x ≥ 1 and 0 <t<1,f(tx) ≤ g(t)f (x). We say that f is g-co-starshaped iff for all x and 0 <t<1,f(tx) ≥ g(t)f (x).
The following theorem gives a tight bound on T (x)=Θ(f(x)) if f is g-star-shaped and a certain sum of the subproblem sizes is smaller than 1 (which, for lack of a better term, we call the g weighted sum of the suproblem-size fractions). For convenience, we introduce the following notation.
Notation. Given function g,letS(g, T ) denote
where the a i 's and c i 's are as in the recurrence for T .
Theorem 5.2. If f (x) ≥ d over [1,K] for some d>0, there exists g such that f is g-star-shaped, and S(g, T ) < 1, then T (x)=Θ(f(x)).
Proof. Clearly, T (x)=Ω ( f ( x )). Therefore, it suffices to show that
Basis. All the reals in [1,K] are minimal with respect to R. The statement of the theorem is trivially true for all of these minimal elements since by our choice of
. By definition of R,( y/c i ) Ry. Therefore, combining the recurrence for T (y) with our induction hypothesis for the T (y/c i ) ' s ,w eh a v e
which is at most Cf(y) by our choice of C.
Next, we consider the case when f is of the form h(x)(log x) l for some h and l ≥ 0. Here we give (i) an upper bound on T (x)o fO ( f ( x )logx)w h e nhis g-star-shaped and the g weighted sum of the subproblem-size fractions is equal to 1 and (ii) a lower bound of Ω(f (x)logx)w h e nhis g-co-star-shaped and the g weighted sum of the subproblem-size fractions is at least 1.
Theorem 5.3.
, there is a g such that h is g-star-shaped, and S(g, T )=1, then T (x)=O(f(x)logx).
2. If f (x)=h(x)(log x) l (x ≥ 1, l ≥ 0), there exists g such that h is g-co-starshaped, and S(g, T ) ≥ 1, then T (x)=Ω(f(x)logx).
Proof.
1. First, we prove that T (x) ≤ Cf(x)(1 + log m x) for every x ≥ 1. Here m =m i n i { c i } , which is clearly greater than 1. Again, we use noetherian induction. Without loss of generality, we may assume that f (x)=h ( x )(log m x) 
By combining the two conditions of the above theorem, we have the following corollary, which gives a Θ(f (x)logx) bound for T .
for all x and 0 <t<1 , and S(g, T )=1, then T (x)=Θ(f(x)log x).
The following useful proposition is easy to prove by noetherian induction.
for all x ≥ 1 and let T 1 , T , and T 2 denote the solutions to recurrences of form 3 corresponding to f 1 , f , and f 2 , respectively (initial conditions remain the same). Then for all x ≥ 1,
The following theorem is useful when for every function g such that f is g-starshaped, the g weighted sum of the subproblem-size fractions exceeds 1. Roughly speaking, we try to find a function F that dominates f and satisfies conditions similar to the ones imposed on f in the above theorems.
Theorem 5.6. Let F be any function such that f (x) ≤ F (x) for all x ≥ 1 and for some dF( x )≥d>0over [ 
2. T (x)=O(F(x)) if there is a c>0such that f (x)+c≤F(x) for all x ≥ 1, there exists G such that F is G-star-shaped, S(G, T ) ≤ 1( note the ≤ sign as opposed to <), and there is a g such that f is g-co-star-shaped with S(g, T ) > 1.
3. T (x)=Ω(F(x)) if there exists G such that F is G-co-star-shaped and S(G, T ) ≥ 1.
and apply Theorem 5.2 to T ′ and then Proposition 5.5 to get T (x)=O(F(x)).
2. Choose C = max{b/c, 1/(S(g, T )−1)}. We need to prove something stronger, viz,
Induction step. By our induction hypotheses for the T (y/c i ) ' s ,w eh a v e
Since F is G-star-shaped and f is g-co-star-shaped, we have
by our choice of C and the assumption that
The proof is straightforward and follows by noetherian induction. We now show that the popular theorem on the analysis of divide-and-conquer algorithms with equal parts [1, 3, 5, 14] , [7, p. 62] emerges as a special case of our theorems above.
If q<p , then ag(1/c)=a (1/c) p = c q−p < 1. Therefore, by Theorem 5.2, we have T (x)=Θ(x p ). (i) Again, it is sufficient to let f be as in part (iii). If p<q, then ag(1/c) > 1. Let F (x)=( d+1)x q so that there is an e>0 such that f (x)+e≤F(x). F is G-star-shaped, where G(t)=t q , and aG(1/c) = 1. Since f is g-co-star-shaped and ag(1/c) > 1, by Theorem 5.6, we have T (x)=Θ(x q ).
(ii) The proof follows from Theorem 5.3. Note that Brassard and Bratley [5] have a slight generalization of the above corollary, which is a consequence of our work reported in [22] .
Proof. The function h(x, y)=cxy is biadditive for every constant c ≥ 0. Since there is an ordered bipartite matching (see [23] for the definition of ordered bipartite matching) algorithm of time complexity O(rs), where r<sare the sizes of the vertex sets, and since the algorithm for associative matching of linear terms is of the form given above [23] , by Theorem 3.2 we have the stated result.
Remark. This improves the bound given by Verma and Ramakrishnan [23] by a factor of log n, and the corollary below improves Theorem 1.2 proved by Reyner in [20] by a factor of ln n.
Corollary 6.3. If there is a bipartite matching algorithm of time complexity O(rs), where r<sare the sizes of the vertex sets, then the algorithms for rooted subtree isomorphism, AC matching of linear terms, and rooted subgraph homeomorphism on trees are of time complexity O(nm).
Corollary 6.4. There are parallel algorithms for rooted subtree isomorphism, AC matching of linear terms, and rooted subgraph homeomorphism on trees of time complexity O(nm).
Proof. The proof follows from Corollary 6.3 and the parallel bipartite matching algorithms of time complexity better than O(rs) [9, 10] . Note that everything else in algorithm A is being done sequentially except for a parallel algorithm for C. (This means that faster algorithms using more processors can be designed.)
Corollary 6.5.
1. The Select algorithm of Blum et al. [4] is of time complexity O(n), where n is the input size.
2. The solution to T (n) ≤ T (n/2) + T (n/4) + cn a , c>0 [17] , where a<b= log 2 (1 + √ 5) − 1,i sO ( n b ) . Proof.
1. The recurrence for the algorithm is T (x)=T(x/5) + T (3x/4) + cx for some c>0. Here f (x)=cx. Let g(t)=t ; then f (tx)=ctx ≤ g(t)f (x)a n dS ( g, T )= i a i g (1/c i )=1 ( 1 / 5)+1(3/4) < 1. Therefore, by Theorem 5.2, we have the stated result.
2. The proof follows from part 2 of Theorem 5.6.
7. Conclusion. In this paper, we have presented some general techniques and master theorems for three kinds of recurrences frequently occurring in the analysis of divide-and-conquer algorithms. Much of the existing work on the recurrences considered here is subsumed by our results. In the process, we established interesting connections between some elegant mathematics and the analysis of recurrences. We then gave several applications of our theorems, thus improving existing bounds in the literature for several problems. This paper is an invitation to an exciting area for further research, viz, general techniques and theorems for other frequently occurring recurrences, which is obviously of considerable importance.
